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Singapore Green Plan Conversations 

2022 
 

Singapore Green Plan Conversation on Energy Reset 

 

Senior Minister of State Dr Amy Khor hosted MOT and LTA’s third and final virtual Green 
Plan Conversation on 9 April 2022, focusing on the topic of electric vehicles (EVs) under 
the Energy Reset pillar. Close to 50 participants, comprising motorists, EV drivers, EV 
enthusiasts and public transport users shared their views and ideas about Singapore’s EV 
transition, charging infrastructure and experience. 

Participants explored attitudes and barriers to EV adoption, including the potential trade-
offs and decision points. They candidly exchanged concerns on charging access and range 
anxiety, and also heard from those with EV experiences overseas. Participants further 
brainstormed ways to foster gracious EV charging etiquette, such as incentivising moving 
vehicles at 80% charge, public education, facilitating time slot reservations, and having 
alerts and penalties for idle charging. Non-EV drivers also shared the importance of 
keeping electric public buses and PHC services affordable and accessible. 
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 Ministry for Education (MOE) Green Plan Conversation on Sustainable Living 

 

How can we encourage everyone to live sustainably by reducing wastage, consuming less, 
and what is the role of our schools in developing students to be stewards of the 
environment? These were some questions discussed at the Green Plan Conversation on 
Sustainable Living on 2 April 2022. The session, led by Ministry of Education and supported 
by Ministry of Sustainability and Environment and Ministry of Transport, gathered views and 
ideas on building a sustainable future in Singapore.  

Together with Minister for Education Mr Chan Chun Sing and Minister of State Ms Gan Siow 
Huang, 62 members of the public from all walks of life – from educators to urban farmers 
and NGOs in Singapore, contributed their viewpoints and ideas on how we can embrace 
sustainable living through strengthening green efforts in schools, green commutes and 
green citizenry. Having a mindset and lifestyle of sustainability lies in the hands of 
everyone and our community plays a big part in supporting our green initiatives and efforts. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ChanChunSing.SG?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV83Lr_qxmXL9pO2D0jtkhi_yU4X5aVPRLecbuN1COOvSPBlexkp6Z86bIETyTrvVWhDEg5ZwmcAd5Up7fTBZZTHvuf63WzKF6uidBdR1r7b98riBvDd4k_l-SWW70ZCvGcRnZ2U_4JluCPymz728iC&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/gansiowhuang?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV83Lr_qxmXL9pO2D0jtkhi_yU4X5aVPRLecbuN1COOvSPBlexkp6Z86bIETyTrvVWhDEg5ZwmcAd5Up7fTBZZTHvuf63WzKF6uidBdR1r7b98riBvDd4k_l-SWW70ZCvGcRnZ2U_4JluCPymz728iC&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/gansiowhuang?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV83Lr_qxmXL9pO2D0jtkhi_yU4X5aVPRLecbuN1COOvSPBlexkp6Z86bIETyTrvVWhDEg5ZwmcAd5Up7fTBZZTHvuf63WzKF6uidBdR1r7b98riBvDd4k_l-SWW70ZCvGcRnZ2U_4JluCPymz728iC&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Singapore Green Plan Conversation on Sustainable Living 

The Singapore Green Plan Conversation on Sustainable Living was held on 2 April 2022. 
Participants learnt about the Green Plan and the efforts by Ministry of Education, Ministry 
of Transport, and Ministry of Sustainability and the Environment, and shared their ideas on 
how we can embrace sustainable living through strengthening green efforts in schools, 
green commute and green citizenry. 

 

Singapore Green Plan Conversation on a Resilient Future 

The Singapore Green Plan Conversation on a Resilient Future was held on 25 March 2022, 
where participants shared their views and ideas on how Singapore is preparing for the 
impact of climate change. 
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2021 

 

Ministry of Transport (MOT)/Land Transport Authority’s (LTA) Green Plan 
Conversations (Youth) SG Green Plan 2030: Green Commute Conversation 

 

Senior Parliamentary Secretary for Transport Mr Baey Yam Keng hosted MOT and LTA’s 
second Green Plan Conversation on 3 November 2021, in partnership with NYC and the 
Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth. With 64 youths aged 16 to 35, we discussed 
ways to re-imagine our travel patterns for a more environmentally friendly and green land 
transport system. 

Through the Conversation, we sought suggestions from the youths on how we can build a 
gracious commuting culture together, and how we can mobilise youths to change their 
commuting behaviours and advocate green commuting among their families and peers. 
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Is the SG Green Plan 2030 Bold Enough – What More Can We Do? 

 

This Conversation, organised by the National Youth Council, involved 84 youths from NUS, 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore Management University, Singapore Institute 
of Technology, Singapore University of Technology and Design, Singapore University of 
Social Sciences and Singapore Institute of Management. 
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Ministry for Trade and Industry (MTI) Green Plan Conversation 

 

Minister for Trade and Industry Mr Gan Kim Yong, together with Ministers of State Ms Low 
Yen Ling and Mr Alvin Tan hosted the inaugural MTI Singapore Green Plan Conversation, 
where some 80 representatives from across sectors shared how we can work together to 
achieve our climate goals. 

The green economy presents new opportunities for Singapore, and the Government will 
help existing sectors to transform and decarbonise. We will also grow new sectors and 
develop our workforce. In addition, we will take steps to use cleaner energy sources across 
all sectors, and transform the way we produce energy. The Conversation provided an 
important and added opportunity for stakeholders to engage with one another, and explore 
new possibilities for our green journey ahead. 
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Ministry of Transport (MOT) and Land Transport Authority’s (LTA) Inaugural 
Green Plan Conversation 

Senior Minister of State Dr Amy Khor hosted MOT and LTA’s inaugural Green Plan 
Conversation with 30 members of the public on 7 September 2021 via Zoom. The 
Conversation saw robust discussions on how the adoption of greener commutes can be 
encouraged to collectively reduce our carbon footprint. 

The Conversation explored participants’ motivations and willingness to switch to public 
transport and active mobility modes, as well as their receptivity to vehicle electrification. 
The ideas and suggestions gathered from the session will allow us to shape Singapore’s 
land transport sector into a greener one. 

 

What is Sustainable Living and Why it Matters to You and I 

 
This conversation, co-organised by the National Youth Council (NYC) and Institute of 
Technical Education (ITE) College Central, was held on 24 August 2021 via Zoom, involving 
close to 40 youths from ITE College Central. 
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Is the SG Green Plan 2030 Bold Enough – What More Can We Do? 

 

This conversation, co-organised by the National Youth Council (NYC) and National 
University of Singapore (NUS), was held on 16 July 2021 via Zoom, involving 90 youths from 
NUS. 

 

Inaugural Green Plan Conversation 

The inaugural Green Plan conversation kicked off on 24 April 2021. It was hosted by 
Minister for Sustainability and the Environment, Ms Grace Fu, and Minister of State for 
Sustainability and the Environment, Mr Desmond Tan. In attendance were Senior Minister 
of State for Sustainability and the Environment and Transport Dr Amy Khor, Minister of 
State for Education, Ms Gan Siow Huang and Minister of State for National Development, 
Mr Tan Kiat How. 

Over 60 people from all walks of life joined the session over Zoom to share their views on 
the Green Plan, and how we can work together to pursue our sustainability goals while 
considering Singapore’s context. 

 


